


Scaled just right for 

developing toddlers and pre-

schoolers, this accessible

structure packs a lot of play

into its compact size.

Children, parents and

teachers will have loads to

explore with a varied range

of developmental challenges 

and fun components



Smart in so many ways.  Choose your 3 colours for the side panels and roof tops

- the cutouts from those panels are then used to create table tops, seats and

various activity components.

Get more to explore while using 

less space and materials 

- that’s smart!



This super cool winding track lets little ones send balls or their own 

toy cars down the smooth track from one location to another.

Encourages collaborative play and gross motor skill development.

Race Car /

Roller Track



Alphabet Panel

Children will trace and sing,

not even realising that they’re

learning along the way!

The Alphabet panel stimulates

the senses with a tactile 

experience within the alphabet,

but also in the cut out shapes of

the panel itself.

Broken up by the slide entry 

this panel also provides a fun 

diversion.



Ring a Bell and

Marble Panel

Creative play and strategic thinking are turned into music with the Ring a Bell
providing rhythms, cause and effect and tactile stimulation, as well as gross 
motor skill development.  The Marble component creates visual fun through the 
movement and light reflection of the colourful “cat eye” marbles, stimulating 
multiple senses along the way!



Children never tire of ‘playing the drums’ and the Bongo panel brings drumming

and rhythm fun while providing deep auditory stimulation with low resonant

tones.

Bongo Panel



This geometric ‘shape and fit’ game develops dexterity and cognitive planning,

while stimulating gross motor skills.  Social skills are developed as they work

together and communicate, as well as emotional skills as children learn patience 

and reward when they complete the puzzle.

Shape and

Fit Table



Numbers Climber

This climber is so versatile - acting as

a clambering climber, with smooth grip

surface; a visual counter; a tactile

experience; or all of the above at the

same time!

All children desire to climb and conquer

and the senses activated during

climbing all help to create sensory-

motory intelligence, allowing children

to effectively relate to objects and 

navigate in the world.



Leaf Trail

Children benefit from experiences that support the development of gross and fine 

motor skills in the hands and fingers.  Visual hand-eye coordination works 

alongside the cognitive stimulation of tracing and brings a fun educational 

challenge to experiment and exercise their small muscles.



Slide

Sliding provides children with a rich 

sensory experience that helps them to 

develop a better sense of balance and

motor planning to accurately move in

their world.

Visual and Vestibular systems receive 

information about speed and the pull

of gravity, while tactile and proprioceptive

systems collect information on texture

and the pressure needed to slow down.

Sliding is such an essential - and fun -

component of play.



Wiggle Ladder

The “wiggle” component of this

ladder requires children to use both

their vestibular and proprioceptive

systems to effect weight shifting and

balance.

Climbing engages the core muscle

group to maintain balance and 

promotes motor planning as the 

arms and legs coordinate to ascend 

and descend.



Bead Panel

Included in the ‘above deck’ panels

is this tactile stimulating Bead Panel.

Developing dexterity and fine motor

skills, children explore, flip and spin

the beads.  

Additional tracing and peek hole 

opportunities make this a multi 

sensory panel to stimulate children

as they move through the unit.



Sand Play

Station

This sand and sifting station

takes the sand pit to a whole

new level.

Children can use the chute and

rotating shapes to creatively

move sand from one location

to another.

Fine motor skills, imaginative

and collaborative play, along

with tactile sensory stimulation

are age old benefits gained 

from the simple act of sand

play.



Steppers /

Stools

These swirl patterned steppers serve multiple functions - a tactile tracing

element, steppers to develop coordination, balance and depth perception, 

or a stool seat at the sand sifting station.

There’s no prescribed way to play!



Inclined Tunnel

This colourful tunnel brings lots of fun 

for little travellers, stimulating the senses 

with spatial awareness and exploration.

Promoting gross motor skill development 

along with imaginative and collaborative 

play opportunities, the tunnel’s slight 

incline also creates a sliding shuffle 

entry or exit point to the system.



Steering Wheel

Children’s imaginations will get a great

workout, promoting imaginative play and

‘make believe’.  Positioned alongside the

Race Car / Roller Track, additional players

can ‘drive’ the race car through to the finish

line.

Developmental benefits include gross motor

and tactile sensory stimulation, coordination

and creative cognitive process.
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